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Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on the other hand, supplies electrical energy to your
car when the engine is off. Also, the battery provides the current needed to energize the starter,
which then cranks the engine to get it running. Automotive professionals break down no-start
situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator
accomplishes these tasks through electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates
electrical current from a magnetic field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components
in your car need a power source in order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is
responsible for supplying the car with the electrical current it needs to power certain functions.
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Accessibility Statement. One of the most critical engine components in your Ford Focus is the
alternator. Before diving in and reading this section on Focus bad alternator symptoms, take a
look at your battery posts. Are they clean and free of corrosion? If they are covered in whitish
crust, a good cleaning may be all that you need to do. All that you need is a good terminal
brush. If your alternator is no longer capable of charging the battery, the battery light will come
on. The alternator may be charging still, but just not enough to cover the electrical needs of
your Focus. A dead battery is the end result of an alternator not charging enough. Most parts
stores or even Wal-Mart will do this for you free of charge. When your alternator is going bad,
one of the first things that you may notice is that the headlights and dashboard lights begin to
fade. Eventually the warning light will go on letting you know that the battery is not charging.
Being aware of the smells and sounds that your Focus makes is a great way to notice when
something has gone wrong, and help you identify any potential alternator problems. If you have
reason to believe that your alternator is not charging the battery all the way, and you are out
and about, see if turning off all of the accessories including climate control and lights that you
safely can gets the warning light to turn off. If it does go off, at least you know you can safely
drive it somewhere with enough power going to the engine. Battery Light If your alternator is no
longer capable of charging the battery, the battery light will come on. Dead Battery A dead
battery is the end result of an alternator not charging enough. Fading Lights When your
alternator is going bad, one of the first things that you may notice is that the headlights and
dashboard lights begin to fade. Listen to Your Senses Being aware of the smells and sounds
that your Focus makes is a great way to notice when something has gone wrong, and help you
identify any potential alternator problems. The alternator may have worn out bearings, which
lead to grinding or a hum that almost sounds like nails on a chalkboard spinning. Does it appear
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line between the alternator and the starter i think. Where exactly is the fusible link for the
alternator. If the fuse is good your meter should read 00 or close to it. Post a Comment. I am
trying to find a fuse or relay to my alternator. Level up 1 completed. My check battery light is
comming on and my headlights stay on when i start my car now. This last test to do also
involves checking the condition of another fuse thats also located in the engine compartment
fuse box. Do these two things before you attempt to replace the alternator on a ford focus
duration. Burnt fusible link ford focus august 15 You can stop here and declare the alternator as
bad and replace it. He replaced that as well. I have a ford focus with electrical problems. Use a
digital multimeter set to ohms. Average repair cost is at miles. The alternator was replaced by a
friend about 2 months ago. If your ford car is a focus an escort a tracer. There is a amp mega
fuse inline with the large red wire and a small fuse for the small red wire in the fuse block in the
left rear corner of the engine bay. The ford focus has 9 problems reported for alternator went
out. It has 2 large red wires going to it. In order to be able to post messages on the ford focus
forum ford focus st forum ford focus rs forum forums you must first register. United states
restricted. Check your amp mega fuse located on the side of the power junction box under the
hood drivers side. If your car is a contour a mystique or a cougar then i sugges one last test. My
ford focus died on me acted as if it were the alternator lights dimmed radio went in and out and
eventually lost all power. There is a fuse between the alternator and the battery. Share to Twitter
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Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The secret to a well-performing car
engine is the alternator. No matter how great your vehicle is or whether it's the latest
manufactured automobile or one coming from the early s, the engine will operate better with an
alternator. Among the cars that have a great engine is the Ford Focus. It comes with a
responsive steering, comfortable seats, and a fun character that will surely attract owners.
However, to be able to keep your engine performing better, you should have a functioning Ford
Focus alternator installed in case your old one gets damaged. The Ford Focus is a great
compact car that's really easy to drive and is fuel efficient, ideal for city use. It also has
comfortable seats that ease your stress whenever you're stuck in traffic. It also has simple
controls that aren't difficult to get used to. With all these features, a good Focus must have a
Ford Focus alternator functioning to help the battery become more efficient. Of course, you
wouldn't want you car engine to fail at any time, so better be prepared and have one mounted
under the hood. Alternators are utilized in modern vehicles to be able to charge the battery and
to provide power to the electrical system when the engine is in use. A Ford Focus alternator
replacement is very durable and ideal for your car. Plus it's made to fit your Focus, which
assures you that it will work really well and that chances of it failing are less. Besides, what's
the purpose of all the features that are equipped with the Ford Focus if the engine and car
battery don't operate properly? With a new Ford Focus alternator, you'll surely keep your
vehicle running for a longer time. And that's the secret to a well-performing automobile engine.
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Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. Plus, the alternator charges the battery at the same
time. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery Are you confused yet? Alternator Voltage Regulation
Explained with Wiring Diagrams Some classic cars have electromechanical regulators, while
modern production vehicles use either an electronic regulator or a computer sometimes both.
The design of the regulator affects the entire layout of the charging system. How The Alternator
and Charging System Work The alternator charges the battery whenever the engine is running
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